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ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 401
stratum thus formed is in equilibrium under its own repulsion and the action of the electricity E at the external electrical point B.
The potential of the stratum at any point R outside the sphere is equal to that of the electrical point E' and is therefore E'jCR. At a point R' inside the sphere, the potential of the stratum is equal and opposite to that of the external electrical point E, because the sum of these two potentials is zero at all points inside the conductor.
399. If the sphere is the boundary of a cavity in the conductor, we remove the electrical point B. The surface density p, when the electricity is acted on by the electrical point Ef = -Eajf situated at C, is the same as that just found for a solid sphere, but with the sign changed (Art. 395).
The potential of the stratum at any point within the sphere is therefore equal to that of E at the same point. The potential of the stratum at a point outside the sphere is equal and opposite to that of E'.
Another 'proof. Let us surround the system by a sphere of infinite radius with its centre near C. The point B is now included within the boundary formed by the given sphere and the infinite sphere. We remove the point B and spread its electricity over the double-sheeted boundary. By Art. 380 the quantity on the given sphere is equal and opposite to that of C and is therefore - E'; th« quantity on the infinite sphere is therefore E + E'. Since this is a finite quantity spread on a sphere of infinite radius, both its potential and attraction at points near B or C are zero. This electricity may therefore be removed from the field.
4OO. We may at once deduce either of the results given in Arts. 398, 399 from the other by an easy inversion with regard to the centre A of the xykere, the radius being the radius of inversion (Art. 8G).
When the sphere is an outer boundary the potential of a charge E at B together with that of a surface distribution p on the sphere is zero throughout the interior. When we invert this system with regard to the centre, the distribution on the sphere is unaltered while the charge at B is moved to C and becomes Ea/f (Art. 168). It follows, from Art. 177, that the potential of the name distribution on the surface of a spherical hollow together with that of a charge /«/<///at G is zero at all points outside the sphere. This distribution is therefore in equilibrium when placed on the inner surface of a conductor and acted on by the charge at C. This last result is the same as that obtained in Art. 399 except that the signs of both E' and p have been changed.
401. To find the surface density p at any point Q in terms of the distance of Q from either electrical point.
The outward normal force F due to the repulsions of the points at £ and C is the resultant of E/BQ* and E'/GQ*, see

